Abstract. Lewy's curves on an analytic real hypersurface M -{r(z, z) -0} in C2 are the intersections of M with any of the Segre hypersurfaces Qw = (z: r(z, w) = 0). If M is the standard unit sphere, these curves are chains in the sense of Chern and Moser. This paper shows the converse in the strictly pseudoconvex case: If all of Lewy's curves are chains, M is locally biholomorphically equivalent to the sphere. This is proven by analyzing the holomorphic structure of the space of chains. A similar statement is true about real hypersurfaces in C, n > 2, in which case the proof relies on a pseudoconformal analogue to the theorem in Riemannian geometry which states that a manifold having "sufficiently many" totally geodesic submanifolds is projectively flat. 0. Introduction. Let M = {z G C+x: r(z, z) = 0} be a nonsingular (dr ¥= 0) real-analytic (r is a real-analytic function on C"+1) real (r = r) hypersurface in C+l. For example, M may be the boundary of a bounded domain D in C + 1. Since r is real-analytic, it makes sense to define a function r(z, f ) on C + 1 X C + 1, at least for f near z. The set <9H = {(z, f ) eC+1 X C+1: r(z, f) = 0} is the Segre family associated to M, and does not depend on the choice of the defining function r. 9H is a family of complex hypersurfaces Qt = {z G C+x: r(z, f ) = 0} parametrized by f. First studied by B. Segre [4], the Segre family associated to a real hypersurface has been the subject of some recent study ([1], [3] ), most usefully in the biholomorphic classification of real ellipsoids [6].
0. Introduction. Let M = {z G C+x: r(z, z) = 0} be a nonsingular (dr ¥= 0) real-analytic (r is a real-analytic function on C"+1) real (r = r) hypersurface in C+l. For example, M may be the boundary of a bounded domain D in C + 1. Since r is real-analytic, it makes sense to define a function r(z, f ) on C + 1 X C + 1, at least for f near z. The set <9H = {(z, f ) eC+1 X C+1: r(z, f) = 0} is the Segre family associated to M, and does not depend on the choice of the defining function r. 9H is a family of complex hypersurfaces Qt = {z G C+x: r(z, f ) = 0} parametrized by f. First studied by B. Segre [4] , the Segre family associated to a real hypersurface has been the subject of some recent study ( [1] , [3] ), most usefully in the biholomorphic classification of real ellipsoids [6] .
As an example, let M be the unit sphere S2n + X = {z G Cn+X: 2ât'ika|2 -1 = 0}. Then the associated Segre hypersurfaces Qt = {z G C+1: S«Ii z la -1=0) are just the complex hyperplanes in C + 1.
Consider now the case « = 1-a real hypersurface M in C2. In this case, the associated Segre hypersurfaces Qf will be complex curves, and if Q, intersects M transversely, Qt n M will be a real curve in M. As f varies, we obtain a family of curves in M. This family of curves was first brought to my attention by H. Lewy. In conversations with S. S. Chern and N. Stanton I have referred to these curves as Lewy's curves, and I see no reason for stopping now. (The theorem in §1 below I obtained from Professor Lewy-although the proof given is my own concoction.) Lewy's curves are those curves in M given by the intersection of M with one of its associated Segre hypersurfaces.
For « > 1, Qt n ■ • • n Qr will be, in general, a complex curve. So we can still refer to Lewy's curves, meaning the intersections M n Qr D • • • n Qr ■ Returning to our example above, it is easy to see that Lewy's curves on S2n+X are precisely the intersections of S2n + X with complex lines in C+1. It is well known that these are chains in the sense of Chern and Moser [2] . One is naturally led to a question first posed by H. Lewy: Are Lewy's curves always chains? Or, more precisely, for what real hypersurfaces are Lewy's curves chains?
The answer is only the sphere. The purpose of this paper is to show that if M is a real hypersurface all of whose Lewy's curves are chains, then M is locally biholomorphically equivalent to the sphere 52"+l. When « = 1, this is done by showing that the space of chains has a natural complex structure (which it does have if it is the space of Segre hypersurfaces) only when M is pseudoconformally flat (and hence locally biholomorphically equivalent to the sphere). When « > 1, this sort of argument gets complicated, and we resort to more geometric methods. We shall prove an analogue of the theorem in Riemannian geometry which states that if a Riemannian manifold M of dimension greater than two contains totally geodesic hypersurfaces tangent to every tangent hyperplane then M is projectively flat (and hence by Beltrami's theorem has constant curvature).
The outline of the paper is as follows. § 1 contains the basic results needed about Segre families and Lewy's curves, §2 those about real hypersurfaces and chains. §3 takes care of the case « = 1, and §4 the case « > 1, including a proof of the analogue mentioned above.
Finally a word about indices: upper case latin A, B,C, . . . run from 0 to « + 1, lower case greek a, ß, y, . . . from 1 to «, and lower case latiny, k, I, . . . from 1 to « -1.
1. Segre families and Lewy's curves. Let D = {z G C + 1: r(z, z) < 0} be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C + 1 with nonsingular real-analytic boundary M = {z GCn+x:r(z,z) = 0}.het 91L = {(z, S) G Cn+1 X Cn+X: r(z, S) = 0} be the Segre family of hypersurfaces. Qt = {z G C+1: r(z, f) = 0} associated to M. In this section we shall state the basic facts about 911 that we shall need. First, let us show that Lewy's curves actually exist.
Theorem. Let D = {z G C"+1: r(z, z) < 0) be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C+1 with real-analytic boundary M = (z G Cn+X: r(z, z) = 0), Q-= {z G C"+l: r(z, w) = 0} one of the associated Segre hypersurfaces. Then locally,
(By "locally" we mean the following: Let z0 G M. Then for some sufficiently small neighborhood U of z0 in C+1 we have (i)ifw g D n u,(e"-nW)n(/ = 0, (ii) ifw g M n u, (Qñ n M) n u= {w), (iii) ifwGU\(Dr\U), (Qw n M) n U is diffeomorphic to S2"'1.)
Proof. For z in M near z0 choose Moser normal coordinates for M centered at z in such a way that they depend smoothly on z. Define curves y2(t) for t G (-e, e) by yz(i) = (0, . . . , C, it) in the normal coordinates centered at z. y2(t) is a curve transverse to M passing through z. Define y: M X (-e, e) -*C + X by y(z, t) = y¿(0-y is a local diffeomorphism near M X {0}. Thus any w G C+1 near z0 is of the form w = (0, . . . , 0, it) in normal coordinates centered at some z G M near z0. Thus it suffices to show that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold for M in normal form, w = (0, . . . , 0, it) while U depends continuously on the coefficients in the normal form.
In normal coordinates, the equation defining M is
where gaß is the identity matrix and K, L are multi-indices of dimension « (e.g.,
. . , 0, it), Qç, is given by z"+x = -it. (This is the advantage of using the normal form-(2ii7 is just a hyperplane.) Therefore Q¿ n M is given by
For small values of \za\ the second term on the right-hand side of (1.2) is dominated by the first. Thus for small t and small \z"\, Q-n M is diffeomorphic to the set given by zn + x = -it, -t = ?iga-ßz"ze. This theorem is of greatest interest, perhaps, when « = 1. In that case, if w G C2 \ D, Q-n M is a curve in M. These curves we call Lewy's curves. In higher dimensions (« > 1), Q^ n M will not have real dimension one. However, if we choose wx, . . . ,wn so that the Q-k intersect transversely, Dl^x Q¿k n M will be a curve, and we call such curves Lewy's curves.
For wk near z0 G M the transverse intersection of the Q-is a generic condition. To see this, consider the following interpretation of 911. (z, f ) G <D1c if and only if z G Qt. Thus to (z, f ) G 91t one can assign the hyperplane element T^gf-the tangent plane to Qt at z. In this fashion we obtain a natural map F: (z, f ) -» TzQt from 911 to the space Pr*C" + 1 of hyperplane elements of C + 1. F is a holomorphic map of a complex manifold of dimension 2« 4 1 to one of the same dimension. A calculation of the Jacobian of F (see [3] , cf.
[6]) shows that F is a local biholomorphism near points (z, F) G 911 (since M is strictly pseudoconvex). Thus, in particular, F, as a map from {(z, f) G 911: z = z0) to the projective «-space Pr/C""1"1 of complex hyperplanes in C+1 through z0, is a local biholomorphism. Now if z0 G H * ó» , the intersection will be transverse at z0 if the Tz Qñ = ^(zo, wA) are in general position (as points in the projective «-space PT2*C+X). This is well known to be a generic condition on the Tz Qw . Since F is a local biholomorphism, it is a generic condition on the wk if the wk are close enough tO Zq.
Using the map F we can transfer any local structure on 911 to one on P7"*C+1. The structure we have in mind is the following. Let $ ' be the C °° differential ideal on 911 generated by dzx\^ . . . , dz"+x\SM, i" the C00 differential ideal on 9H generated by d^^ . . . , d^n + x\m^. ($' (Í") naturally corresponds to the ideal generated by forms of type (1,0) (type (0, 1)) restricted to M.) §' and 3 " are both closed (di' c ijdi" c í") and generated by forms which are type (1, 0) on the complex manifold 911. Í' and i" are invariant under holomorphic changes of coordinates in C+1 X Cn+1 preserving the factors and give 91L the structure of an abstract Segre family [3] from which all the local invariants of 911 may be derived [1] . Using the map F we obtain similar ideals í', í " on the space of hyperplane elements PT*C+X. Note that the Segre hypersurfaces are the leaves of the foliation Í " = 0. n is the curvature of the connection tt (again, see [2] ). T is a bundle of coframes in the following sense. A section a of y (over an open set U c M) is determined by fixing a choice of ¿3q -«""+,' = o*(tt£+x), too = a*«) and tog -«""+,' = a*(w°, -tt^xx) (over U). One's choice of wu,+ 1 is determined up to a multiple, for ¿>o + 1 annihilates the maximal complex tangent space TCM of M (the real hyperplane in TM c TC" + X preserved by the complex structure J: TC+X -* TC"+X). One's choice of tog is restricted by the condition that too"1"1, to,}, .
• • , ¿>o form a basis for the differential forms on M that are the restriction of forms of type (1, 0) on C + 1. to0, -ü^+i can then be chosen to satisfy dws+l -¿tf A ¿r ' 4 c^1 a K0 -to;;,1) -o .7) gives us more than just the curves-it also gives us an intrinsic projective parameter along each chain and a certain notion of parallel translation. If we wish to ignore these, we should look only at the differential equation
This is a system of second order differential equations on M. To make this more explicit, let y be a curve transverse to the maximal complex tangent space of M. Let îÔq + 1, Wq, ¿y+i' -tog be a local coframe on M, to = (to*) the corresponding connection form. Since y is transverse to toy1*1 =0, we may parametrize y = y(/) so that w¡¡+l(y(T)) = 1. Then if w §' = ¿ó3 -û{(y)&S+\ w« have that toff (y) = 0. Our objective here is to study the "space of chains" (unparametrized, unframed chains). Unfortunately, because of the complicated global behavior of chains, the "space of chains" is quite intractable. To avoid this, we consider instead the space of pointed chains, an element of which is a chain y together with a point p on y. Equivalently, we may take the point p together with a direction at p transverse to the maximal complex tangent space (for such a direction determines a unique chain we may put coordinates (z\ . . . , zn+\$\ . . ., D on PTCn+x (the bundle of line elements over C+1) by associating to (z1, . . . , z"+1, £!,.. ., f) the tangent line at (z1, . . . , zn + 1) given by a" 4 faco"+1 = 0. If (z1, . . . , z" + 1) e M, we similarly have coordinates on E: to (z1, . . . , z"+1, f ',..., D associate the tangent line given by to¿* 4 fatôo + 1 = 0. With respect to these coordinates the map E -> PTC"+ ' is the identity map.
Having chosen the coframe Wq+1, tog, tô^"^,1 -tôg locally, we also get coordinates for Y. The choice of coframe gives us a section a: M -» T. Let tô = o*7r. Then to a point (x, T) G M X H associate the coframe töo+1, w£', ¿"+,1* -tôg* at x, where to* = T£jT~x. This gives coordinates (x, T) on Y\ In these coordinates, the connection on Y is given by Ci-S-^-'t/X + S»^.. In particular, the equations 9q =9q = 9"+ x = 9"+ \ = 0 give a well-defined foliation of F by curves. It follows from the definition of chains that the projection of these curves to M are chains of M. Moreover, if y(i) is a chain on M, the curve [y(0]in E will be an integral curve of the foliation (2.15).
3. n = 1.
Theorem. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex real-analytic real hypersurface in C2. // all of Lewy's curves are chains, M is locally biholomorphically equivalent to the sphere {(z, w): \z\2 4-\w\2 = 1}.
The proof of this theorem can be reduced to an examination of the structure equations (2.3). Because we are in C2, a tangent hyperplane is a tangent line: pr*C2 a« Pre2. On Pr*C2 we have the Segre family structure associated to M, in particular, the ideal i, the integral curves of which are the Segre hypersurfaces. Restricting the bundle PT*C2 s P7"C2 to M we obtain E. The integral curves of í \E projected to M are Lewy's curves. Our assumption is that the integral curves of S \E are all chains, hence integral curves of (2.15).
Suppose 9j¡ = 9¿ and 9"+x = 92 are the restrictions to E of forms of type (1,0) on Pre2. Then i \E is generated by f?0' and 92. The structure equations (2. A c?o2. Thus, modulo (9¿, 92x), d9\ =\o*(Q{)9¿/\9^. Since t?0' and 02 are linearly independent, ¿} ci implies o*(Qx) = 0. Hence Q\ is identically zero. It then follows from Bianchi identities [5] that the curvature tt vanishes identically, i.e., M is flat. A standard application of the Frobenius theorem yields that M is locally biholomorphically equivalent to the sphere.
We have left to show that our supposition above is justified.
Lemma. The forms 9j¡, 9°+x are the restriction to E G PTC+X of forms of type (1, 0) .
Proof. Choose a coframe töo+1, tog, ü"+xx -Ûq for M. We have seen that tôô+1 and top are restrictions of forms of type (1,0). Taking S = identity matrix in the definition (2.13) of 9, we obtain 9£ = Wq -Tatöü' + 1, where the t° are the fiber coordinates (2.12) of E -> M. So the f?o are the restrictions of forms of type (1,0). To check that the 0"+, are the restrictions of forms of type (1, 0) it suffices to check that for any local holomorphic section o: C + x -+PTC" + X, (o\M)*9"+x is the restriction of forms of type (1,0), or, alternatively, that So let a: C+I -> PT'C+1 be a local holomorphic section. Choose forms to" (of type (1,0)) so that, for z G C+1, the line a(z) is given by wa(z) = 0. a is holomorphic if and only if du" = 0 mod(to', . . ., u"). Choose a local coframe too"1"1*, £>o*, "n"+i'* ~ ^o* Ior AÍ with ¿Öq* = ua\M and let to be the corresponding connection form. Then, in the coordinates (2.12), o\M is given by x (-» (x, I), where / is the (« 4 2) X (n 4 2) identity matrix. Thus (o\M)*9"+x = tö"°C" where 9* = Tù*T~x 4 dT-T~x as in (2.13). The structure equations tell us that, modulo (uß), dua =dwf = tö0n + 1* Ato"a+,. Thus dua = 0 mod(co^) implies that to"a+,=0
mod(tôo + 1, toó9). The lemma then follows from the transformation law (2.14).
4. « > 1. When « > 1, PT*C" + 1 is no longer PTC+X; hyperplanes are not lines. So the proof given in the previous section breaks down. It may be possible to patch it up-the definition of Lewy's curves, involving as it does certain generic intersections, is slightly jury-rigged, and so one might expect to need a bit of jury-rigging to prove anything. We shall instead obtain the same theorem as before (but for « > 1) by proving an analogue of a classical theorem in Riemannian geometry: Any Riemannian manifold of dimension greater than two with the property that through any point and tangent to any tangent hyperplane there exists a totally geodesic hypersurface is projectively flat (and hence has constant curvature).
Our first step is to describe what is meant by a totally geodesic hypersurface in a real hypersurface M. Because M has a partial complex structure (TCM), we shall not look at all hypersurfaces in M, but rather those which inherit some of the complex structure.
Definition. 2 c TMp is a tangent CR hyperplane if (1) 2 is a real codimension two hyperplane in TMp, (2) 2 is transverse to the maximal complex tangent space TcMp, and (3) 2 n TCM is a complex hyperplane in TCM (i.e., is preserved by the complex structure /). Definition. A real codimension two submanifold S c Misa CR hypersurface in M if every tagent plane TSp is a tangent CR hyperplane.
If S is a real-analytic CR hypersurface in M one can show that S is the transverse intersection of M and a complex analytic hypersurface in C+1.
Let 5 be a CR hypersurface in a real hypersurface M. One can choose a coframe tog + ', cog, ¿b"+x -tôg on Af so that S is given by K = o. Conversely, if II = 0, the above calculations show that the chain equations (2.9) reduce to a system of ordinary differential equations on S. It follows that every chain in M tangent to S is contained in S.
Definition. A CR hypersurface is totally geodesic if the associated second fundamental form II = 0.
Suppose S = {¿Öq = 0} is totally geodesic, so tô/ = tonn+1 = 0 mod(toQ, tôô) (and hence, by the symmetries of to, w¡¡' = wn"+l = 0 mod(tôo, ¿Öq)). From the structure equations (2.3) it follows that, mod(¿óo, ¿Öq1), 0 = du" = U", where U = dû -û /\ tô is the curvature of the connection form to. Writing n; = 2 sßjis a toó5 +12 vj&S a ¿0n+1 (2) The proof that follows actually proves a version of the theorem that is stronger in two ways. First, M need not be analytic, indeed we just need M to be a smooth nondegenerate Cauchy-Riemann manifold. Second, we do not need quite so many totally geodesic CR hypersurfaces. The space of tangent CR hyperplanes 2 containing A1 is a bundle over M with fiber complex projective space P". Indeed, if we split TCM <8) C = Hx,° © H°-x, where Hxo (H°'x) is the plus (minus) i eigenspace of the complex structure J, we can identify the space of CR hypersurfaces with the projectivization P//1'0* of the dual of Hxfi. (An element of P//10* is a line in HXß'; the annihilator of this line is a hyperplane T in Hx-°; T © T c TM ® C is preserved under conjugation, so T © T = TR ® C for some hyperplane TH in TCM; then 2 is the span of TR and X.) The theorem above remains true if we merely assume that there exists an open set U in P//10* whose projection to M is all of M such that for all 2 in U there is a totally geodesic hypersurface tangent to 2. We shall need to use this stronger result later. (3) This theorem is local. If the hypotheses are true in a neighborhood of a point q in M, the conclusion is true in a neighborhood of q.
Proof of theorem. Choose a local coframe on M (hence a connection form to) so that tog (X) = 0. Let n = dû -co A tö be the corresponding curvature form. II may be written in a form similar to (2.5) (cf. Proof. Letp G S-o. Since the map F: 9H -> PT*C+X is surjective, the TpQw fill out a neighborhood of TpQ^, for w near vv0 such that p G Q^. Hence every direction tangent to S-and transverse to the maximal complex tangent space may be described as TpM,C\ TpQ-o n TpQ-x n • • • n TpQ-t for some wx, . . ., wn_x near w0. Thus every chain of M tangent to Sw may be written as M n Qw ft • • ' nQñ G Sñ , since every one of Lewy's curves is a chain. By Proposition (4.7), Sñ is totally geodesic.
As w0 varies, the tangent spaces TS¿ vary over an open set of tangent CR hyperplanes. In particular, the hypotheses of the stronger version of the theorem above (see Remark (2)) are satisfied. Hence, M is flat. We have proven Theorem. Let M be a real-analytic strictly pseudoconvex real hypersurface in C+1, n > 2. If all of Lewy's curves on M are chains, then M is locally biholomorphically equivalent to the unit sphere in C + x.
